
socks, must have had a seriously
restless time in his grave when
they decided to put a golf course
across his domain. Anyway, there
was FRB bowed deep with
considerations of who had right of
way across the golf course,
golfers or hashers, and ready to
intercede in any disputes. In the
event, there were none with the
golfers being in no doubt that they
were there under sufferance and
keeping their clubs at the salute.

And so it was that we ended up
by the river, together with every
other human being in Middlesex,
dog walkers, husband walkers,
wife walkers, joggers, boarders
and bikers all struggling to go in
the opposite direction. Scarcely
room for a hasher to break into a
trot. At this point the more
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of sight would have been running
around headless. We live in less
benign days and scenes like that
did greet us before, during and
after the run.

Anyway, be that as it may and
what of the run? Just what you
have all been wanting to read
about so that you know how you
spent your Sunday morning.

Well, at the stroke of 10.59 off
we went. Now in Good King
Hal’s days, the hunt always set
off with a great deal of noise,
hurrahs, horn and trumpet
blowing, tally ho’s and yoik’s.
SH3 upheld that tradition. With
every movement an orchestrated
cacophony of sound the likes of
which unheard since Hannibal
headed out over the Alps. Joints
clicking, bones groaning, voices
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moaning, our goodly sized pack
surged out on a bright and sunny
morning.

The run itself was quite simple.
Really a straight line from the car
park, roughly southwards around
the Queen Ann fountain, through
the Lion Gate, across the road –
didn’t need the zebra crossing
since the traffic wasn’t moving -
and into the pub. Not much flour
on the trail but most people
managed to follow it OK. There
was also an optional loop which
almost everybody did, in that
typically SH3 sporting spirit.
This went east from the car park,
wriggled around to the Kingston
bridge gate, across the road –
didn’t need the zebra crossing –
and into the other bit of H Rex
Vlll’s back yard. Now that is the

Now, Hampton Court, Henry
Vlll and all that, one would expect
a bit of orderly common sense.
One would, in other words, have
every right to think that things
were going to be smoothly
organised. Henry had things
sorted. In that more golden age
peasantry was properly
controlled and inept chief
ministers who failed to administer
the Royal Estates to the benefit of
those who mattered, lost their
heads.

Scenes such as greeted those
wishing to hash, with chaotic
traffic and an overflowing car
park would not have been
allowed. Chancellors who
couldn’t fund an adequate road
system or Prime Ministers who
failed to keep the peasantry out

scenic bit and anybod1y who
chickened out of this loop
seriously missed out. A bit of
wandering around, including a
false trail that Surrey forbid, and
there we were, at the end of the
Long Water with a fine view of
the Old Boy’s apartment block.

 It is a fact that all properly
written run reports contain
mention of FRB and Atalanta.
Well, Atalanta wasn’t there on
that day, her sylph like floating
figure flying from sod to sod
sadly missed. However, FRB
was. Since he set the run he
warrants mention and
specifically at this juncture since
it was at this point that he
appeared from behind a bunker to
guide us across the golf course.
Henry, God bless his little cotton
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erudite, culturally minded hashers
branched into the palace grounds
for a pleasant stroll through and
out by the Lion Gate. TT went to
ogle the girls on the skating rink
and was never seen again and the
rest of the hash did the final loop
across the Green, back into the
park and thus to the car park.

A dual act of RA’s – there is
ever either an excess or a dearth -
including the normally dormant
incumbent, handed out free drinks
on various pretexts while a couple
of parrots in the tree above
generally raised the standard of
wit. And the run verdict, not bad
for Middlesex, nice weather and
an enjoyable change – or
something like that.

OnON - TK-Tosser


